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	Pro Couchbase Server, 9781430266136 (1430266139), Apress, 2014

	Pro Couchbase Server is a hands-on guide for developers and administrators who want to take advantage of the power and scalability of Couchbase Server in their applications. This book takes you from the basics of NoSQL database design, through application development, to Couchbase Server administration. Never have document databases been so powerful and performant. 


	The NoSQL movement has fundamentally changed the database world in recent years. Influenced by the growing needs of web-scale applications, NoSQL databases such as Couchbase Server provide new approaches to scalability, reliability, and performance. With the power and flexibility of Couchbase Server, you can model your data however you want, and easily change the data model any time you want. Pro Couchbase Server shows what is possible and helps you take full advantage of Couchbase Server and all the performance and scalability that it offers. 


		
			Helps you design and develop a document database using Couchbase Server.
	
			Takes you through deploying and maintaining Couchbase Server.
	
			Gives you the tools to scale out your application as needed.





	What you’ll learn


		
			Install and configure Couchbase Server.
	
			Design a good data model for your application.
	
			Deploy advanced query techniques in your application.
	
			Integrate Elastic Search for full-text access to your data.
	
			Manage Couchbase Server in a production environment.
	
			Scale your application as needed.





	Who this book is for


	Pro Couchbase Server is a comprehensive guide for developers looking to build scalable, high-performance application solutions. Written from hands-on experience, the book also provides detailed information for administrators on deploying, maintaining, and scaling out of Couchbase Server. Whether you want to build an application from scratch or migrate an existing application to a document database, Pro Couchbase Server has your back with solid guidance written from experienced practioners who have experienced repeated success in deploying Couchbase Server in production environments.
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Lighting Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Essential lighting guide for users of compact cameras and dSLRs


	One of the most important aspects of photography is lighting, but getting the lighting right is tricky.  When should you use flash? Are a camera’s automatic settings dependable? Should you use reflectors or diffusers and where do you place them? This handy,...


		

Imaging in Drug Discovery and Early Clinical Trials (Progress in Drug Research)Birkhauser, 2005

	This monograph examines the contribution of imaging modalities to the stages of drug discovery and development, from early target validation to their use in clinical development programs. Chapters are devoted to the description of the drug discovery process, to the various imaging modalities preclinically and clinically, to applications of...


		

Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Get the critical, in-depth information you need to administer SharePoint 2010. Led by SharePoint MVPs and featuring insights from the SharePoint community and members of the SharePoint Team at Microsoft, you'll discover how to plan, design, deploy, and manage strategic solutions using SharePoint 2010, Microsoft SQL Server®,...






	

Access 2013 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The easy guide to Microsoft Access returns with updates on the latest version!


	Microsoft Access allows you to store, organize, view, analyze, and share data; the new Access 2013 release enables you to build even more powerful, custom database solutions that integrate with the web and enterprise data sources. Access 2013...


		

QuickTime Toolkit Volume One: Basic Movie Playback and Media Types (QuickTime Developer Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"When QuickTime application developers get stuck, one of the first places they look for help is example code from the QuickTime Engineering team. Finally, these well-crafted examples and clear descriptions are available in book form-a must-have for anyone writing applications that import, export, display, or interact with QuickTime...

		

Designing Embedded Systems with PIC Microcontrollers: Principles and ApplicationsNewnes, 2006
This book is a hands-on introduction to the principles and practice of embedded system design using the PIC microcontroller. Packed with helpful examples and illustrations, it gives an in-depth treatment of microcontroller design, programming in both assembly language and C, and features advanced topics such as networking and real-time operating...
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